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1 The Hague Conference of Private International 

Law as a “European Club” 

The Hague Conference of Private International Law （“the Hague Conference”） 

started its activity for the purpose of unify加gprivate international laws泊 1893.

After be凶grejected once, Japan was accepted in this org釘rizationat its fourth 

session in 1904. The amendment of the unequal treaties concluded in 1858 with 

Westerτl powers0) w：出 the血・stpriority of the Meiji Government’s diplomacy. It 

took un凶 1911until the amendment of these unequal treaties was completed. 

Hence比musthave been a great pleasure for the Japanese Government at that 

time to be a member of this orgarrization with equal status to European countri-
(2) es. 

Japan was the only non-European member of出eorg：白血ationat this time and 

was so until 1951, when this orgarrization was reestablished based on the Statute 

of出eHague Conference on Private Interτlational Law. <3) In other words, for 

more than fifty ye釘 s,the Hague Conference was a European institution. Al-

though江graduallybecame international, even加 1981仕lenumber of non-Euro-

pean countries部 memberstates w田 9<4)out of 29 member states. 

AB of 2004比has64 member states, but active member states are don印加tly

European ：“active”in the sense that the countries ratified many Conventions 

adopted by the Hague Conference. For example, the list of the top 5 countries is 
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The France Luxemburg Portugal/ Spain 

Netherlands Switzerland 

Ratification 25 19 18 16 15 

Signature 5 4 7 6 4 

Denunciation 1 

(Switzerland) 

On the other hand, the contribution from Asian member states including Ja-

pan has been minor. 

Japan HK Macau China Korea 

Ratification 6 5 6 

Signature 1 

Accession 2 1 

2 Impact of EU treaties on the Hague Conference 

(1) The Amsterdam Teary 

After the ’Treaty of Amsterdam Amending the τ'reaty on European Union, the 

Treaties Establishing the European Communities and Related Acts(5> (the Amster-

dam Treaty) was adopted, the situation changed. 

Through § 2, 15(6)of the Amsterdam τ'reaty, §§ 61-69 were inserted加tothe 

’Treaty Establishing the European Community. (7> § 61 states “In order to estab-

lish progressively an area of f陀edom,security and justice, the Council shall 

adopt …（c) me郡山田 inthe field of judicial cooperation in civil matters as pro-

vided for in Article 65.” 

§65 reads, 

“Measures凶 thefield of judicial cooperation in civil matters having cross-bor-

der implications, to be taken in accordance with Article 67 and in so far as neces・

sary for the proper functioning of the internal mark.et, shall include : 

(a）回pro吋ngands加 pliかing:

- the system for cross-border service of judicial and extr司judicialdocu帽
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men ts, 

-cooperation in the taking of evidence, 

- the recognition and enforcement of decisions in civil and commercial 

cases, including decisions I extr司udicialcases; 

(b) promoting the compat崩均ofthe rules applicable in the Member States con・

cerning the conflict of laws and of jurisdiction; (Emphasis added by the author) 

(c) elir凶nat泊gobstacles to the good functioning of ci司lproceedings, if neces-

sary by promoting the compatibility of the rules on ci吋Iprocedure appli-

cable in the Member States.” 

A provision with the almost same text is contained in出eDraft of仕ieEU 

Constitution. cs> 

Hence comprehensive legislative power in the field of conflict of laws is granted 

to the Community. 

(2) Legislative Power of the Community and its Legal Basis 

Opinions on which provision is the legal basis of the legislative power are di-

vided. The one states that § 95 should be the basis, while位ieother says § 65. 

The opinion for § 95 criticized ano血erop凶 onthat出etitle 4, which contains § 

65，“Visas, Asylum, Immigration and other Policies related to Free Movement of 

Persons”加pliesthat the scope of § 65 is more restricted than that of § 95. C9> 

Since Paragraph 1 of § 95 requires仕ieadoption of幼emeasures for the approxi-

mation of the pro地 ionslaid down by la問 regulationor administrative ac.陶 nin 

Member States which have価伽irobject the establishment and June，伽 zingof the 

internal market (emphasis added). 

A further criticism is that § 65 is not applicable to Denmark, while § 95 applies 

also to Denmark. However Paragraph 2 of § 95 excludes “the provisions relating 

to the free movement of persons”企omthe me郡山esto be taken by the Council. 

It would mean that an加po此組tpart of conflict of laws would be left out from 

the legislative power of the Commission, and is not persuasive. On the other 

hand, the op凶 onfor § 65 tries to enl訂 ・ge出escope of this provision仕官ough

flexible interpretation of§ 14, paragraph 2.<1°> 

In any case, Member States of出eEU do not need any more出emechanism of 
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multilateral conventions to unify the rules on conflict of laws concerr宙返 theis-

sues raised among Contracting States. 

(3) Conflict of Law Issues between Member States and Non-Member 

States 

How about conflict of laws issues, which arise between a Member State and a 

non-Member State? Does each Member State still need multilateral conventions 

to m註勿 therules of conflict of laws concerr也18the issues between Member 

States and norトMemberStates? 

The text of the chapeau of § 65, Pぽ昭raph1，“Me出世esin the field of judicial co-

operation加 ci吋lmatters having cross-border implications, to be taken in accor-

dance with Article 67 and in so far as necessa.ηfor the proper functioning of the 

internal markl!t, shall inclw:Je ...”（Emphasis added) , leads to the interpretation 

that no such multilateral convention is necessary. Since if Member States have 

different conflict of law rules in relation to third countries，“proper functioning 

of the internal market”is not achievable. If conflict of law rules in relation to Ja-

pan in Germany and France訂 edifferent, the internal market would not function 

properl耳官ms抗islogical to say that the Community now also has legislative 

power over the conflict of laws in relation to third countries. Such understanding 

can be supported by the i-ule established in a judgment of the European Court of 

Justice on European Road Transport Agreement (ERTA). <11> According to this 

rule，出eCommunity has exclusive competence to conclude international agree-

ments in the field where the Community has already created legal noロns.c12J 

(4) Possible Options of the EU in relation to the Hague Conference 

’Thus the European Community will have exclusive legislative jurisdiction in the 

field of conflict of laws, not only among its Member States, but also in relation to 

third countries. Under such circumstances, the Community has the folio叫ngop-

tions. 

τ'he first option is to make its own Regulations in the fields to be covered by the 

Hague Conference, even江multilateralconventions e刻st.It is actually already 

happe凶ng.Although 14 Member StatesC13> of the EU ratified the Hague Conven-
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tion on the Service Abroad of Judicial and Extrajudicial Docwnents in Ci岨 or

Commercial matters of Nov. 15, 1965, the Council Regulation (EC) No. 1348/2000 

on the Service in the Member States of Judicial and Extrajudicial Doc国 nentsin 

Ci吋lor Commercial Matters <14l w回 adopted.百首snew Regulation （世leService 

Regulation) w田 basedon the above mentioned § 65 inserted by the Amsterdam 

Treaty.明leRegulation, which entered into force on 31 May 2001, is supple-

mented by the Government’s declaration (2001 : 352) of Council Reg叫ation(EC) 

No. 1348/2000 on the Service in出eMember States of Judicial and Extrajudic凶

Docwnents国 Ci吋lor Commercial Matters. When a service is to take place in a 

Member State of the European Union which is also a member of出eHague Con-

vention 15 November 1965, the Regulation prevails over the provisions con-

tained in出atConvention. 

Another example is the introduction of the Council Regulation (EC) No. 

1206/2001 of 28 May 2001 on Cooperation between仕teCourts of the Member 

States in the τ'aking of Evidence in Civil or Commercial Matters<15> (the Evidence 

百kingRegulation) , after 11 Member States of the EUU6> ratified the H昭ueCon-

vention on Evidence τ'aking. Again位leRegulation exceeds the Convention (Arti-

cle 21, par匂vaph1 of the Evidence首脳ngRegulation) . This option will be 

prefeηed, until conflict of laws on the European level is firr叫yestablished. 

The second option is to propose new Conventions to出eHague Conference，同k-

ing剖readye羽stingCommunity laws as models. This option me釘lSan effort to 

e却 andCommunity laws剖 globallaws and would require enormous energy. It 

could develop conflict of laws at global level and be one of仕lebest scenarios for 

the Hague Conference. However one could wonder if the Member States of the 

EU would be w盟加gto spend so much time and energy for the interest of血e

Hague Conference. In addition to that, one should pay attention to possible reac-

tion of the USA. With the expansion of a Community law凶 oa global law, the 

judgments of the European Court of Justice on社副 Communitylaw would be-

come出eC部 elaw to be referred to in order to interpret the global law. If the US-

Government would welcome such transformation of the European Court企oma

regional court toward a global cou此， needscareful examination. 

The third option is for the EU to obtain member status of the Hague Conference. 

This option needs further steps to be taken.日rst,the Article 2 of the Statutes of 
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the Hague Conference (l7> must be amended, since it premises the member 

status of nation states only. Second, again here, the reaction of the USA would 

be crucial. Since the member status of the EU could mean further weakening the 

bargaining power of the USA. us> The USA joined出eHague Conference in 1964. 

Since出 回 比 ratifiedthree Conventions and signed two, while it denunciated 

one. The USA was not an active player at the Hague Conference. Will抗become

more active in future? To answer the question, one should pay attention to the 

fact that in the USA support of the private sector, (t9> ~的ter αUαthe American 

Bar Association is加 portantin deciding to conclude multilateral conventions. In 

addition, in the USA, the fields where the Hague Conference has been active 

such as f紅凶lylaw and recognition of foreign judgments and conflict of laws抗，

self falls in the jurisdiction of state. Under such circumstances, careful analysis is 

indispensable加 whatfield加 conflictof laws the US Government could posi『

tively commit itself. This analysis also concerns a question why the world needs 

conflict of laws. It furthermore concerns the question what role in the interna-

tional community出eHague Conference should play besides activities of UNCI-

TRAL, UNIDROIT and other international organizations. 

3 The Hague Conference and Japan 

Although Japan joined血eHague Conference 100 years ago, Japan was not an ac-

tive player. Under such circums切nceswhere the EU does not need the Hague 

Conference as much as before, (2o> and where the US Government's attitude 

could remain as reserved as so far, what could and should Japan do? I suggest 

four possibilities. 

(1) Ratification of the existing Conventions 

Japan could ratiおrmore叫readye泊 t泊gConventions adopted by the Hague Con-

ference. Convention of 25 October 1980 on the Ci叫IAspects of International 

Child Abduction could be an option. However for Japan to ratify this Convention 

as one of the most successful projects of the Hague Conference, some difficulties 

must be pointed out : First，仕lereis a lack of political incentive, since, according 

to a high-rar岨nggoveロlffientoffic凶，（21>in most of the c田 eswhere吐血 Conven-

tion would apply Japan is the country from which children shall be returned. Sec咽
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ond, the judgments of the Japanese Court on jurisdiction over divorce and 

custody cases practically may spoil de fiαeta the effect of the Convention. Japa-

nese Courts have affirmed jurisdiction of the plaintiffs domicile under ce此aincir・

cumstances. <22J It means that once children are brought to Japan by a Japanese 

mother, for instance, the Japanese mother could successfully seek a judgment 

which appoints her as the custodian of her children. On the other hand, there 

are cases which would need the Convention. <23> Further discussion is desirable. 

(2) New Conventions for East Asia 

Another possibility is to focus on Conventions suitable to the situation in Asia or 

East Asia. When one pays attention to the fact that most international ma凶 ages

registered in Japan are between Japanese nationals and Chinese or Korean na-

tionals.以＞ Under such circumstances, the joint ratification of Convention of 1 

June 1970 on the Recognition of Divorces and Legal Separations by Japan, Korea 

and China could be constructive. For this goal, joint research by scholars企om

three countries could be started. 

(3) Development of New Subjects and New Method 

τ'raditionally回 portantfields such as family law will gradually lose its signif1-

cance出血eactivities of the Hague Conference due to the new legislative power 

of the EC. It seems crucial for the Hague Conference to develop new fields. In 

this since, the newest project of the Hague Conference, Convention on the Law 

Applicable to Cert凶nRights in respect of Securities held with an Intermediary is 

a successful example. 

In 1956, the observers of the USA submitted a Memorandum urging that consid-

eration be given to the use of uniform or morel laws as an alternative to the tradi-

tional conventions. They argued that this m辺htlead to greater progress in terms 

of actual domestic implementation, citing the experiences国 theUSA and Can-

ada as federal States. It was supported by the UK, but opposed by all other speak-

ers<25> and the Secretary General of the Hague Conference. Since then the 

Convention method in the Hague w邸 notchallenged. <26J However in my view the 

model law method is worth reconsidering again. In such fields, which constantly 

evolve such as e-commerce, flexibility is desirable. The standard Convention 
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method would fix出erules and make later changes/modif1cations diffic叫t.

(4) Organization of Educational Seminars 

In contrast to Europe, the importance of the conflict of laws is not yet ad-

equately recognized in other regions. Even in Japan, the conflict of laws was ex-

eluded仕omthe subjects of the Japanese Bar Exam in 1996. Dissemination of 

the information on the conflict of laws seems necess釘y.For this purpose, the 

Hague Conference should organize together with governments and/or academic 

institutions educational events in order to make conflict of laws more familiar to 

more people. 

Conclusion 

Japan became a member of the Hague Conference as the first non-European 

country泊 1904.Although Japan traditionally has been relatively reserved in its 

activities in the Hague, especially in terms of the number of Conventions ratified，’ 

the time has come for Japan to actively contribute to the Hague Conference. Be-

cause the EU w温 notneed the Hague Conference as much as before and the 

USA will continue to adopt a cautious approach. This author is of the opinion 

that Japan could and should become more active and has suggested four possi-

bilities. Further discussion for this purpose is desirable. 

(1) USA, Russia, the Netherlands, UK and France. 

(2) Hans Arnold, Japan und die H祖 gerKonferenz釦rIntemationales Privatrecht, JZ 

1971, S. 19f, "Fi.ir Japan war es ein grosser Prestigegewinn, dass es als gleichbere-

chtigter Partner der Machte anerkannt wurde, die es noch wenige Jahre zuvor als 

田沼田nutbarabgelehnt hatten, ihre Angehorigen der jap鉱山chenRechtsor也1山lgzu 

unterstellen.” 

Georges A. L. Droz, La Conference de la Haye de Droit International Prive en 1980: 

Evolution et Perspectives, Receuils des Cours, vol., 1980，“A cette epoque, la Confe-

rence etait compose essentiellement d’Etats europeens, I・exeptiondu Japon devenu 

member des 1904, et q凶 montraaussitot, en ecrasant la flotte russe a Tsou-Shima, 

qu'il etait digne d’entrer dans le cadre des pays a haut c叫turejuridique ...” 
(3) This statute entered into force on July 15th 1955. 
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(4) Argent加a,Australia, Canada, Egypt, USA, Japan, Surinam, Turkey, Venezuela. 

(5) Signed on Oct.2, 1997, entered into force on May 1, 1999. Official Journal C 340, 10 

November 1997. 

(6) § 2, 15. The follow加gtitle shall be inserted in Part Three : 

Title 4a 

VISAS, ASYLUM, IMMIGRATION AND OTHER POLICIES RELATED TO FREE 

MOVEMENT OF PERSONS 

§ 73m 

Measures in the field of judicial cooperaqtion in civil matters having cross-border 

implications, to be taken in accordance with Article 730 and insofar as necessary for 

the proper負mctioningof the internal market, shall include : 

impro司ngands加pliか泊g:

the system for cross-border service of judicial and extr民judicialdocuments; coopera-

tion in the taking of evidence; 

the recog凶tionand enforcement of decisions in civil and commer・cialcぉes,including 

decisions in extrajudicial cases; 

promoting the compatibility of the rules applicable in the Member States concerr田辺

the conflict of laws and of jurisdiction; 

巴liminatingobstacles to the good functioning of civil proceedings，江 necessaryby 

promoting the compatibility of the rules on ci吋Iprocedure applicable in the Member 

States. 

(7) Official Journal C 325 of 24 December 2002. 

(8) Section 3 of the Draft τ'reaty establishing a Constitution for Europe (Official Jour-

nal C 169 of 18 July 2003), Section 3, Judicial Cooperation in Civil Matters, Article-

170: 

The Union shall develop judicial cooperation in civil matters ha泊ngcross-border 

implications, based on the principle of mutual recognition of judgments and decisions 

in extr吋udicialcぉes.Such cooperation may include the adoption of measures for the 

approximation of仕lelaws and reg凶ationsof the Member States. 

To this end, laws of仕ameworklaws shall lay down measures aimed inter alia at ensur-

ing: 

the mutual recogr出ionand enforcement between Member States of judgments and 

decisions加巴xtrajudicialcases; 

the cross-border service of judicial and ext同udicialdocuments; 
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the compatibility of the rules applicable in the Member States concerr也igconflict of 

laws and of jurisdiction; 

cooperation in the taking of evidence; 

a high level of access to justice; 

the proper functio凶ngof ci吋lproceedings, if necessary by promo也ig位lecompatibil-

ity of吐lerules on ci叫 procedureapplicable h出eMember States; 

位ledevelopment of alternative methods of dispute settlement; 

suppo此 forthe training of the judiciary and judic凶 staff.

3. Notwithstanding paragraph 2, measures conce口出igfamily law with cross-border 

implications shall be laid down in a European law or framework law of the Council of 

Ministers. The Council of Ministers shall act unar由nouslyafter consulting the E町 0・

pean Parliament. 

The Council of Ministers, on a proposal from位leCommission, may adopt a European 

decision deterr凶ningthose aspects of family law with cross-border implications 

which may be the subject of acts adopted by the ordinary legislative procedure. The 

Council of Ministers shall act unanimously a此ercons凶tingthe European Par也ament.

(9) Jtirgen Basedow, The Communitarization of the Conflict of Laws田lderthe Treaty 

of Arnstぽ d町 l,Common Market Law Review 37 (2000), 687・708,( 696-699) . 

§ 95 states: 

By way of derogation of Article 94 and save where otherwise provided in this τ'reaty, 

the following provisions shall apply for the achievement of the objectives set out in 

Article 14. The Council shall, act凪gin accordance with出eprocedure refeηed to in 

Article 251 and after cons叫t泊gthe Economic and Social Committee, adopt the mea-

S世田 forthe appro血nationof the provisions laid down by law, regula位onor a也凶nis-

trative action in Member States which have as their object仕leestablishment and 

functio凶ngof the internal market. 

Paragraph 1 shall not apply to fiscal provisions, to those relat加gto the fぬemove-

ment of persons nor to those relating to the rights and interests of employed persons. 

QO) Michael Traest, Development of a European Private International Law and the 

Hague Conference, Yearbook of Private International Law, vol. 5 (2003) , pp. 223・259

(229・230).

§ 14 states : 

The Comm田lityshall adopt me錦町田 withthe aim of progressively establishing the 

internal market over a period exp仕加gon 31December1992, in accordance with仕le
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pro由 ionsof this Article and of Articles 15, 26, 47 (2), 49, 80, 93 and 95 and wi血out

pr司udiceto位leother provisions of this’I'reaty. 

2. The inteロlalmarket shall comprise an紅白 wi泣mut仕ontiersin which the企ee

movement of goods, persons, services and capiぬlis ensured in accordance wi白血e

provisions of位usτ'reaty.

ao March 31, 1971 (22/70 [1971] ECR 263). 

Q~ A. (Teun) V. M. Struycken, Dぉ InternationalePrivatrecht der Europii.ischen Ge-

meinschaft加 Verhiiltniszu Drittstaaten und Z町 HaagerKonferenze, ZeuP 2004, S. 

281 ff. 

Q3) Be.泡ium,Denmark, Finland, France, G師団町， Greece,Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, 

the Netherlands, Po此U伊1,Spain, Sweden, UK. 

Q4) Official Jourτial L 160, 30/06/2000 P. 0037-0052. 

Q5) Official Journal L 174, 27/0612001 P. 0001・0024.

Q6) Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Portu-

gal, Spain, Sweden, UK 

間 Article2 

Members of the Hague Confぽ・enceon Private International Law are the States which 

have already participated in one or more Sessions of廿leConference and which ac-

cept the present Charter. 

Any other States出epar対cipationof which is企oma juridical point of view of卸lpor-

tance for位lework of the Conference may become Members.’The admission of new 

Members shall be decided upon by血eGovernments of世lep釘ticipa凶lgStates upon 

位leproposal of one or more of them, by a majority of吐levotes回 st,within a period 

of six months from the date on which that proposal is submitted to仕leGovernments. 

’The admission shall become definitive upon the accep匂nceof出epresent Statute by 

the State conce1τled. 

Q8) Kurt H. Nadelrr四 m,Unification of Rules Choice of Law, Harvard International Law 

Review, vol. 15 (1974), pp. 213-237, once said，官overnmentsof the Common Market 

group agreed to work on unification of位lerules of private international law …First 

priority went to contracts and to巾…’Thechoice of law rules of吐leinstrument have 

no reciprocity requirement and become applicable even if the law to be applied is not 

that of a contrac仙沼 state.明leinstrument may be characterized as a regional effort 

designed to have effo巾 outsidethe region as well …Although done before behind 

closed doors, the draft加gactivities were no secret. Concern developed in non-M釘ー
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ket states and questions釘 osein other international org釘由ationsペp.228. Also see 

p. 229 et seq. 

09) Peter Pfund, Contributing to Progressive Development of Private International 

Law ：’The International process and the United States, Receuils des Cours vol. 249 

(1994), pp. 9-144, p. 61・62.

帥 JiirgenBasedow, W：鉛 wirdder Haager Konferenz fiir Internationales Privatrecht, 

FS Ferid (2001), S. 464ff. 

帥 Inan interview conducted by the au出or.

伺 Judgmentof Japanese Supreme Court on June 24, 1996, Minshu vol. 50, No. 7, p. 

1451. In this case, a Japanese husband took his daughter from Germany to Japan and 

sought a divorce judgment and to appoint him as her custodian. His appeal was suc-

cessful. Also judgment of Tokyo District Cou比， Jan.30, 2004, Hanre羽ihoNo. 1854, p. 

51. 

倒旬lecぉeof the judgment of the Supreme Court on March 18th 2003 (Keishu vol. 

57, No. 3, p. 371）おacriminal case, where Dutch father took his da唱hterfrom a hos-

pital. If this Dutch father was not釘 restedand could successfully take his daughter 

to the Netherlands, it would be a匂picalcase where the Convention would be applica-

ble. 

帥 http://www.mhlw.go.jp/toukei/saikin/hw/jinkou/suii02/marr2.html(last visited on 

May 14, 2005). 

師団eSwitzerland repo巾 dtheir e却 erienceof federalism led to conclusions oppo・

site to those drawn by the USA. 

側 JohnDavid McClean, The Contribution of the Hague Conference to the Develop-

ment of Private International Law in Common Law Countries, Receuil des Cours vol. 

233 (1992), pp. 271-303, (283-284). 


